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Abstract. Polarization sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-
OCT) provides depth resolved measurements of the polarization state
of light reflected from turbid media such as tissue. The theory and
calculation of the Stokes vector of light reflected from turbid media is
described and application of PS-OCT to contemporary biomedical
imaging problems is given. Measurement of the depth resolved Stokes
parameters allows determination of the degree of polarization and
optical axis orientation in turbid media that can be modeled as a
linear retarder. Effect of multiple scattering and speckle on the accu-
racy and noise of the computed Stokes parameters is discussed. Future
directions for development of PS-OCT instrumentation for biological
and medical applications is given. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1483879]
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1 Introduction
1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography and
Polarization-Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography
Optical coherence tomography~OCT! is a new technique for
high resolution imaging of tissue reflectivity in two or three
dimensions to a depth of 2 mm.1 OCT instrumentation uses a
spectrally broadband light source and a two-beam interferom
eter ~e.g., Michelson! with the reflector in one path~i.e.,
sample arm! replaced by a turbid medium. Depth ranging in
the turbid medium is possible because interference fringes a
observed only for light in sample and reference arms that ha
traveled equal optical path lengths to within the source coher
ence length~2–15mm!. By scanning optical path length in the
reference arm and amplitude detection of the interferenc
fringes, a depth scan~A scan! can be recorded that maps
sample reflectivity. Temporal coherence length of the sourc
light determines axial resolution of a system, while numerica
aperture of the focusing optics determines lateral resolution
Lateral scanning mechanisms allow two- and three-
dimensional recording of images from consecutive A scans
Although light is frequently treated as a scalar wave many
applications require a description using transverse electro
magnetic waves. The transverse nature of light is distin
guished from longitudinal waves~e.g., sound!, by the extra
degree of freedom, which is indicated by the polarization state
of light. Polarization sensitive OCT~PS–OCT! uses the infor-
mation encoded in the polarization state of the recorded inter
ference fringe intensity to provide additional contrast in im-
ages of the sample under study. PS–OCT provides hig
resolution spatial information on the polarization state of light
reflected from tissue that is not discernible using existing di-
agnostic optical methods. In this review paper the author
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describe theory and calculation of the Stokes vectors in m
detail than that provided in our early reports.2,3 Application of
PS–OCT to contemporary biomedical imaging problems
discussed.

1.2 Optical Properties of Tissue That Influence
Polarization
Scattering is the principle mechanism that modifies the po
ization state of light propagating through biological tissu
The polarization state of light after a single scattering ev
depends on the scatterer, direction of scatter and incident
larization state~e.g., Refs. 4–7!. In many turbid media such
as tissue, scattering structures have a large variance in
and are distributed/oriented in a complex and sometimes
parently random manner. Because each scattering even
modify the incident polarization state differently, the scra
bling effect of single scattering events accumulates, until
nally the polarization state is completely random~i.e., uncor-
related with the incident polarization state!. A detailed
description of the scrambling effect of polarized light in he
erogeneous media is given by Brosseau.8

An important exception is when the media consists of
ganized linear structures, such as fibrous tissues that can
hibit form birefringence. Many biological tissues exhibit for
birefringence, such as tendons, muscle, nerve, bone, carti
and teeth. Form birefringence arises when the relative opt
phase between orthogonal polarization components is non
for forward scattered light. After multiple forward scatterin
events, relative phase difference accumulates and a dela~d!
similar to that observed in birefringent crystalline materia
~e.g., calcite! is introduced between orthogonal polarizatio
components. For organized linear structures, the increas
phase delay may be characterized by a difference(Dn) in the
effective refractive index for light polarized along, and pe
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pendicular to, the long axis of the linear structures. The phas
retardation,d, between orthogonal polarization components is
proportional to the distance(x) traveled through the birefrin-
gent medium

d5
2pDnx

l
. ~1!

The advantage in using PS–OCT is the enhanced contrast a
specificity in identifying structures in OCT images by detect-
ing induced changes in the polarization state of light reflected
from the sample. Moreover, changes in birefringence may, fo
instance, indicate changes in functionality, structure, or viabil-
ity of tissues.

2 Theory
2.1 Historical Context
Use of broadband light in polarization sensitive interferom-
etry has a long history dating back to the founding experimen
tal work establishing our modern understanding of light. For
example, use of broadband light in interferometry can be
traced to the 16th century when Sir Isaac Newton observe
interference rings when two glass plates with different radii of
curvature are placed in mechanical contact. Fresnel and Arag
performed double slit interference experiments in 1817 tha
subsequently were interpreted correctly by Thomas Young
Results of the experiment were codified into the Fresnel–
Arago laws for interference of polarized light and indicated
that light consists of two orthogonal transverse oscillations.9

Thirty-five years later Sir George Stokes formulated his de
scription of polarized light@Eq. ~20! and sequence# by ana-
lyzing similar double slit interference experiments performed
by Sir John Herschel. A convenient experimental setup to
demonstrate the Fresnel–Arago laws was described b
Henry.10

Application of laser interferometry to characterize the po-
larization state of light reflected from optical components was
reported by Hazebroek and Holscher in 1973.11 More recently,
bright broadband light sources that emit in a single spatia
mode have provided the basis for novel applications in testin
of optical components and biomedical imaging. For example
Newson et al.12 constructed a combined Mach–Zehnder/
Michelson interferometer~configured in tandem! that used a
low coherence semiconductor light source and polarization
sensitive detection to measure temperature changes in a bir
fringent fiber. Kobayashi et al.13 reported an early demonstra-
tion of a polarization-sensitive fiber Michelson interferometer
using a low coherence light source for testing optical compo
nents.

Much emphasis in OCT has been on the reconstruction o
two-dimensional maps of tissue reflectivity while neglecting
the polarization state of light. In 1992, Hee et al.14 reported an
OCT system able to measure the changes in the polarizatio
state of light reflected from a sample. Using an incoheren
detection technique, they demonstrated birefringence sensitiv
ranging in a wave plate, an electro-optic modulator, and cal
coronary artery. In 1997, the first two-dimensional images o
birefringence in bovine tendon were presented, and the effe
of laser induced thermal damage on tissue birefringence wa
demonstrated,2 followed in 1998 by a demonstration of the
360 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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birefringence in porcine myocardium.15 To date, polarization
sensitive OCT measurements have attracted active inte
from several research groups.

2.2 Experimental Configuration
The theory of PS–OCT will be discussed in the context o
Michelson interferometer presented by Hee et al.14 Our analy-
sis is a simplified version of the derivation that lead to Eq.~2!
in Ref 2. Figure 1 shows a schematic of this PS–OCT sys
that was used to record all images presented in this pape
general discussion of polarization effects in two-beam int
ferometers is given by Steel16 and analyzed by Bernabeu an
Sanchez-Soto.17 Light with a short coherence length pass
through a polarizer(P) to select a pure linear horizontal inpu
state, and is split into reference and sample arms by a po
ization insensitive beamsplitter~BS!. Light in the reference
arm passes through a zero order quarter wave plate~QWP!
oriented at a22.5° angle to the incident horizontal polariza
tion. Following reflection from a mirror or retroreflector, an
return pass through the QWP, light in the reference arm h
linear polarization at a45° angle with respect to the horizon
tal. Light in the sample arm passes through a QWP oriente
a 45° angle to the incident horizontal polarization and throu
focusing optics, producing circularly polarized light incide
on the sample. Reflected light from the sample, in an arbitr
~elliptical! polarization state determined by the optical pro
erties of the sample, returns through the focusing optics
the QWP. After recombination in the detection arm, the lig
is split into its horizontal and vertical components by a pol

Fig. 1 Schematic of the PS–OCT system. SLD: superluminescent di-
ode, 0.8 mW output power, central wavelength l5856 nm and spec-
tral FWHM Dl525 nm, L: lens, P: polarizer, BS: beam splitter, QWP:
quarter wave plate, NDF: neutral density filter, PBS: polarizing beam
splitter, and PZT: piezoelectric transducer. Two-dimensional images
were formed by either axial movement of the sample with constant
velocity v51 mm/s (z direction), repeated after each 10 mm lateral
displacement (x direction), or lateral movement of the sample with
constant velocity v51 mm/s (x direction), repeated after each 10 mm
axial displacement (z direction). The latter allows for focus tracking in
the sample.
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Polarization Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography . . .
izing beamsplitter~PBS! and focused on pinholes or single
mode fibers to detect a single polarization state and spatia
mode.

Two-dimensional images can be formed by lateral or axia
movement of the sample at constant velocityv, repeated after
each axial or lateral displacement, respectively. The carrier o
interference fringe frequency can be generated by axial move
ment of the sample or reference mirror, by translating the
reference mirror mounted on the piezoelectric transducer ove
a few wavelengths, or by a combination of both. Transverse
and axial image resolutions are determined by, respectively
the beam waist at the focal point and the coherence length o
the source.

2.3 Jones Matrix Formalism
The polarization state in each arm of the interferometer is
computed using the Jones matrix formalism, which has an
implicit spectral dependence.18 The intensity detected in each
polarization channel can be described by a two-dimensiona
intensity vectorI , where the two components describe the
horizontal (x) and vertical(y) polarized intensities, respec-
tively. The intensities at the detectors are given by

^I ~Dz!&5^I r&1^I s&1K Erx* Esx~Dz!

Ery* Esy~Dz!L 1K ErxEsx* ~Dz!

EryEsy* ~Dz!L ,

~2!

whereE andE* are the electric field component and its com-
plex conjugate,Dz is the path length difference between ref-
erence(r ) and sample(s) arms of the interferometer. The
angular brackets denote time averaging. The last two terms o
Eq. ~2! correspond to the interference between reference an
sample arm light. After the polarizer, horizontally polarized
source light is described by the Jones vector

E~z!5E~z!S 1
0D . ~3!

In our analysis, the electric field amplitude is represented by
complex analytic function,19 E(z), with

E~z!5E ẽ~k!exp~2 ikz!dk, ~4!

ẽ(k) is the field amplitude as a function of free space wave
numberk52p/l, with

ẽ~k!50 if k,0. ~5!

From the Wiener–Khintchine theorem, it follows:

^ẽ* ~k!ẽ~k8!&5S~k!d~k2k8!, ~6!

which definesẽ(k) in terms of the source power spectral den-
sity S(k). The beamsplitter divides the incident light by am-
plitude evenly between both arms of the interferometer, and
the Jones vector describing the light that enters the samp
and reference arm is given by

Esi~z!5Eri ~z!5
E~z!

&
S 1
0D . ~7!
l

-

r
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f

First, the polarization state of light reflected from the refe
ence arm is calculated. The Jones matrix for a QWP with
and slow axes aligned along horizontal and vertical axe
given by

QWP5S eip/4 0

0 e2 ip/4D . ~8!

A QWP with its fast optic axis at an anglef with the hori-
zontal is found by applying a rotation to the Jones matrix
Eq. ~8!, QWP(f)5R(f)QWP R(2f), with R(f) given
by

R~f!5S cos~f! 2sin~f!

sin~f! cos~f!
D . ~9!

The polarization state of light reflected from the reference i
the detection arm is given by

Er~zr !5R~22.5!•~QWP!2
•R~222.5!Eri 5

1
2 E~2zr !S 1

1D ,

~10!

which describes a linear polarization state at an angle of45°
with the horizontal. The horizontal and vertical components
the electric field have equal amplitude and phase. To calcu
the polarization state of light reflected from the sample a
we assume that the optical properties of the sample can
described by a homogeneous linear retarder with a cons
orientation of the optic axis. The Jones matrix of the samp
B(z,Dn,a), is written as a product of average phase delay
the sample, rotation matrices, and the Jones matrix of a lin
retarder with the fast axis along the horizontal

B~z,Dn,a!5e2 ikzn̄R~a!S eikzDn/2 0

0 e2 ikzDn/2DR~2a!,

~11!

with kzn̄ the average phase delay of a wave propagating
depthz andn̄ the average refractive index along the fast(nf)
and slow(ns) optic axes,n̄5(nf1ns)/2. Dn5ns2nf is the
difference in refractive index along the fast and slow ax
and a is the angle of the fast axis with the horizontal. Th
single pass retardationd for the Jones matrixB(z,Dn,a) is
d5kzDn. The Jones vector of the light reflected from th
sample arm is given by the product of the optical elements
the sample arm and the incident field vector

Es~zs1z!5QWP~45!

•B~z,Dn,a!AR~z!B~z,Dn,a!QWP~245!Esi

}AR~z!E ẽ~k!exp@22ik~zs1zn̄!#

3Fe2ia sin~kzDn!

cos~kzDn! Gdk, ~12!

with R(z) a scalar that describes the reflectivity at depthz and
the attenuation of the coherent beam by scattering, andzs is
the optical path length of the arm up to the sample surfa
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 361
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de Boer and Milner
Using the Wiener–Khintchine theorem@Eq. ~6!#, the interfer-
ence terms in the horizontally and vertically polarized chan-
nels are given by, respectively,

AH~z,Dz!5Erx* Esx1ErxEsx*

}AR~z!E sin~kzDn!cos~2kDz12a!S~k!dk,

~13!
AV~z,Dz!5Ery* Esy1EryEsy*

}AR~z!E cos~kzDn!cos~2kDz!S~k!dk,

with z the depth in the tissue andDz the optical path length
difference between sample and reference arms,Dz5zr2zs

2zn̄. A Gaussian power spectral density is assumed for th
source

S~k!}expF2S k2k0

k D 2G , ~14!

with the full width at half maximum~FWHM! spectral band-
width of the source given byk2Aln 2. The integration overk
in Eq. ~13! can be performed analytically, and in the approxi-
mation thatkzDn!1, the expressions simplify to

AH~z,Dz!}AR~z! sin~k0zDn!cos~2k0Dz12a!

3exp@2~Dz/D l !2#,
~15!

AV~z,Dz!}AR~z! cos~k0zDn!cos~2k0Dz!

3exp@2~Dz/D l !2#,

with the FWHM of the interference fringes envelope given by
D l2Aln 2:

D l 5
1

k
5

l0
2Aln 2

pDl
, ~16!

andDl the spectral FWHM of the source in wavelength. The
terms in Eq.~15! for the interference fringe intensities in the
horizontal and vertical channels describe the reflected ampl
tude at depthz, the slow oscillation due to the birefringence
k0zDn, the Doppler shift or carrier frequency generated by
the variation of the optical path length difference between
sample and reference arms, and the interference fringes env
lope, respectively. The spatial resolution is determined by th
width D l of the interference fringe envelope. Using Eq.~16!,
the conditionkzDn!1 is reformulated aszDn!D l , which
can be interpreted as a condition that the optical path lengt
difference between light polarized along the fast and slow
optic axes of the sample should be smaller than the coheren
length of the source.2 Schoenenberger et al. have given a
similar derivation, assuming the phase retardationd5kzDn is
independent of the wave length, i.e.,d5k0zDn, and the in-
tegration in Eq.~13! results directly in Eq.~15! without the
condition zDn!D l .20 The anglea of the optic axis of the
sample with respect to the horizontal introduces a phase shi
between the fringes in the horizontally and vertically polar-
ized channels, as derived by us2 and other authors.15,20,21 In
362 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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the following, this phase shift will be used to extract mo
information about the exact polarization state of light reflec
from the sample.

AH and AV are proportional to the light field amplitude
reflected from the sample. Demodulation of the signal elim
nates thecos(2k0Dz) term in Eq.~15!. After demodulation, the
intensity reflected from the sample in the horizontal and v
tical polarization channels is proportional to

I H~z!5uAH~z!u2}R~z!sin2~k0zDn!,
~17!

I V~z!5uAV~z!u2}R~z!cos2~k0zDn!.

The total reflected intensityI T as a function of depth is given
by

I T~z!5I H~z!1I V~z!}R~z!, ~18!

and the phase retardation as a function of depth is given

w~z!5arctanFAI V~z!

I H~z!
G5k0zDn. ~19!

Figure 2 shows grayscale coded OCT and PS–OCT image
mouse muscle side by side, representing the logarithm~base
10! of the total reflected intensityI T(z) and the phase retar
dation w(z), respectively. The banded structure in the P
OCT image clearly demonstrates the presence of biref
gence. The limitations of the presented detection scheme
far is the inability to determine fully the reflected polarizatio
state. To address this limitation, an analysis based on
Stokes vector formalism is presented.

2.4 Stokes Vector and Coherency Matrix Formalism
The Stokes vector is composed of four elements,I , Q, U, and
V ~sometimes denoteds0 , s1 , s2 , and s3! and provides a
complete description of the light polarization state.I , Q, U,
and V can be measured with a photodetector and linear
circular polarizers. Lets callI t the total light irradiance inci-
dent on the detector,I 0°, I 90°, I 145°, and I 245° the irradi-
ances transmitted by a linear polarizer oriented at an angle
respectively,0°, 90°,145°, and245° to the horizontal. Let
us define alsoI rc and I lc as the irradiances transmitted by

Fig. 2 Images of mouse muscle 1 mm wide by 1 mm deep, con-
structed from the same measurement. (a) Reflection image generated
by computing 10 log@IT(z)#. The gray scale to the right specifies the
signal magnitude. (b) Birefringence image generated by computing the
phase retardation w according to Eq. (19). The gray scale at the right
specifies the phase retardation. The banded structure, indicative of
birefringence, is clearly visible. Each pixel represents a 10 mm
310 mm area. Reprinted from Ref. 41 with permission of the Optical
Society of America.



Polarization Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography . . .
Fig. 3 (a) Definition of the Stokes parameters with respect to a right-handed coordinate system. The light is propagation along the positive z axis,
i.e., towards the viewer. Q and U describe linear polarizations in frames rotated by 45° with respect to each other. The V parameter describes
circular polarized light. (b) Poincaré sphere representation of the Stokes parameters (adapted from Ref. 22).
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circular polarizer opaque to, respectively, left and right circu-
larly polarized light. Then, the Stokes parameters are define
by

I 5I t ,

Q5~ I 0°2I 90°!,
~20!

U5~ I 145°2I 245°!,

V5~ I rc2I lc!.

After normalizing the Stokes parameters by the irradianceI ,
Q describes the amount of light polarized along the horizonta
(Q511) or vertical(Q521) axes,U describes the amount
of light polarized along the145° (U511) or 245° (U
521) directions, andV describes the amount of right(V
511) or left (V521) circularly polarized light. Figure 3
shows the definition of the normalized Stokes parameters wit
respect to a right handed coordinate system, where we hav
adopted the definition of a right-handed vibration ellipse
~positiveV parameter! for a clockwise rotation as viewed by
an observer who is looking toward the light source. Positive
rotation angles are defined as counter clockwise rotations. Fo
practical reasons the Stokes vector is sometimes represent
in the Poincare´ sphere system,22 where it is defined as the
vector between the origin of anx-, y-, z-coordinate system
and the point defined by(Q,U,V). The ensemble of normal-
ized Stokes vectors with the same degree of polarization(0
,P,1) defines a sphere with radius that varies between 0
for natural light and 1 for totally polarized light.

The Poincare´ sphere is a convenient geometrical tool to
e

r
d

analyze change in polarization state due to linear, circular
elliptical birefringence. The transformation of the Stokes ve
tor representing the incident polarization state by a linear
tarder is given by a rotation around an axis in theQ–U plane
of the Poincare´ sphere. The orientation of the rotation ax
corresponds to the orientation of the optic axis with respec
the horizontal. For example, when the optic axis of the line
retarder is at45° with respect to the horizontal, the rotatio
axis on the Poincare´ sphere is coincident with the positiveU
axis. The angle of rotation about the axis on the Poinc´
sphere equals the amount of phase retardation of the lin
retarder. From the Poincare´ sphere it is clear that a circula
polarization state(V51/21) is always perpendicular to a
rotation axis in theQ–U plane, and thus will always be
modified by a linear retarder, regardless of the orientation
the optic axis. When a linear polarization state is incide
parallel to the optic axis of a linear retarder, the state is
changed. The retardation and orientation of the optic axis
linear retarder can be determined from the transformation
the Stokes vector in the Poincare´ sphere by finding the three
dimensional rotation matrix with a rotation axis in theQ–U
plane that describes the transformation. Circular birefringe
~optical activity! is a rotation around theV axis.

For a well collimated, uniform, quasimonochromatic lig
beam propagating in thez direction with a mean angular fre
quencyv we can define the electric field components alo
the x ~horizontal! andy ~vertical! axes as follows:

Ex~ t !5a1~ t !exp$ i @a1~ t !1vt#%,
~21!

Ey~ t !5a2~ t !exp$ i @a2~ t !1vt#%.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 363
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de Boer and Milner
Then the ~non-normalized! Stokes parameters expressed in
the variables describing the electric field components can b
easily shown to be

I 5^a1
2&1^a2

2&,

Q5^a1
2&2^a2

2&,
~22!

U52^a1a2 cos@a2~ t !2a1~ t !#&,

V52^a1a2 sin@a2~ t !2a1~ t !#&.

Although the Stokes parameters are useful experimentally, th
coherency matrix19 links the polarization state of light more
formally to the zero-time correlation properties between or-
thogonal electric field components. The coherency matrix of a
well-collimated, uniform, quasi-monochromatic light beam is
defined by19

J5F ^Ex* ~ t !Ex~ t !& ^Ex* ~ t !Ey~ t !&

^Ey* ~ t !Ex~ t !& ^Ey* ~ t !Ey~ t !&
G , ~23!

whereEx(t) and Ey(t) are the components of the complex
electric field vector along thex and y axes in the plane per-
pendicular to the light propagation direction. The diagonal
elements are real numbers and the off-diagonal elements a
complex conjugates. The normalized off-diagonal element is
defined as

j xy5
Jxy

~Jxx!
1/2~Jyy!

1/2, with 0<u j xyu<1. ~24!

The normalized off-diagonal elementu j xyu is an important pa-
rameter and measures the degree of correlation between thex
andy field components. The value ofu j xyu is unity for com-
pletely polarized light; for partially polarized light0,u j xyu
,1. Coherency matrix elements and Stokes parameters a
related by

I 5Jxx1Jyy

Q5Jxx2Jyy

U5Jxy1Jyx

V5 i ~Jyx2Jxy!

⇔

Jxx5
1
2 ~ I 1Q!

Jyy5
1
2 ~ I 2Q!

Jxy5
1
2 ~U1 iV !

Jyx5
1
2 ~U2 iV !

. ~25!

Relations in Eq.~25! will be used in the next section to cal-
culate the Stokes parameters from the coherency matrix.

2.5 Calculating the Stokes Parameters of Reflected
Light
Combining the principles of interferometric ellipsometry and
OCT, the depth resolved Stokes parameters of reflected ligh
can be determined. As can be seen in Eqs.~13! and ~15!, the
anglea of the sample optic axis with the horizontal gives rise
to a phase shift between the interference terms in the horizon
tal (AH) and vertical(AV) polarization channels. The ampli-
tude and relative phase of the interference fringes in eac
orthogonal polarization channel will be used to derive the
depth resolved Stokes vector of reflected light. The use o
interferometry to characterize the polarization state of lase
light specularly reflected from a sample was apparently firs
364 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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demonstrated by Hazebroek and Holscher.11 In their work,
coherent detection of the interference fringe intensity in
thogonal polarization states formed by HeNe laser light in
Michelson interferometer was used to determine the Sto
parameters of light reflected from a sample. Using a sou
with short temporal coherence adds path length discrimina
to the technique, since only light reflected from the sam
with an optical path length equal to that in the reference a
within the coherence length of the source will produce int
ference fringes. When using incoherent detection techniq
only two of the four Stokes parameters can be determi
simultaneously. In the present analysis, we demonstrate
coherent detection of the interference fringes in two ortho
nal polarization states allows determination of all four Stok
parameters simultaneously. Before giving a mathematical
scription, the principles underlying calculation of the Stok
vector will be discussed. We assume that the polarization s
of light reflected from the reference arm is perfectly linear,
an angle of45° with the horizontal axis. After the polarizing
beam splitter in the detection arm, the horizontal and vert
field components of light in the reference arm will have equ
amplitude and phase. Light reflected from the sample w
interfere with that from the reference, and the amplitude a
relative phase difference of the interference fringes in e
polarization channel will be proportional to the amplitude a
relative phase difference between horizontal and vertical e
tric field components of light reflected from the sample ar
The electric field vector of light reflected from the sample a
can be reconstructed by plotting the interference term of
signals on the horizontal and vertical detectors along thx
and y axes, respectively. Figure 4 shows a reconstruction
the electric field vector over a trace of 38mm. The plot does
not reflect the actual polarization state reflected from
sample, since the light has made a return pass through
quarter wave plate in the sample arm before being detec
The plot indicates change in polarization state from a linea
an elliptic state as a consequence of tissue birefringence.

Fig. 4 Evolution of the electric component of the electromagnetic
wave of the reflected light propagating through birefringent mouse
muscle. The electric field is reconstructed from the horizontal AH and
vertical AV polarized components and relative phase of the interfer-
ence fringes detected in the experimental scheme shown in Figure 1.
The displayed section is a small part of a longitudinal scan in the
middle of the image shown in Figure 2. Length of the section is 38 mm
in a sample with refractive index n51.4. The beginning of the section
shows the reflection from the sample surface modulated by the coher-
ence envelope. The inserts show cross sections of the electric field
over a full cycle perpendicular to the propagation direction taken at,
respectively, 5.7 and 35.7 mm from the beginning of the section. As
can be seen from the inserts the initial polarization state of reflected
light is linear along one of the displayed axes, changing to an elliptical
polarization state for reflection deeper in the tissue. Reprinted from
Ref. 41 with permission of the Optical Society of America.
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The Stokes parameters can be determined from the de
tected interference fringe intensity signals. For instance, if the
interference fringes are maximized on one detector, and min
mal on the other, the polarization state is linear in either the
horizontal or vertical plane, which corresponds to the Stoke
parameterQ being one or minus one. If the interference
fringes on both detectors are of equal amplitude and in phas
or p out of phase, the polarization state is linear, at45° with
the horizontal or vertical, corresponding to the Stokes param
eterU being one or minus one. If the interference fringes on
both detectors are of equal amplitude and are exactlyp/2 or
2p/2 out of phase, the polarization state is circular, corre-
sponding to the Stokes parameterV being one or minus one.

In the mathematical description that follows, the Stokes
vector is calculated by Fourier transforming the interference
fringes in each channel over a length of approximately the
coherence length, and computing the relative phase differenc
and amplitude of the Fourier components at each wave num
ber. This will give the Stokes vector for each wave number
within this length. The Stokes vector of the reflected light is
then obtained by summing the Stokes parameters over th
spectrum of the source with a weight determined by the powe
spectral densityS(k).

The electric field amplitude of each polarization compo-
nent is again represented by a complex analytic function
given in Eq.~4!, with the conditions given in Eqs.~5! and~6!.
As derived earlier@Eq. ~10!# the light reflected from the ref-
erence arm into the detection arm is given by

Er~zr !5
1

2 E ẽ~k!exp~22ikzr !S 1
1Ddk, ~26!

with zr the reference arm length. The electric field amplitude
of light reflected from the sample into the detection arm may
be written as

Es~zs!5
1

2
AR~zs! E a~k,zs!ẽ~k!exp~22ikzs!dk,

~27!

whereR(zs) is a real number representing the reflectivity at
depthzs and the attenuation of the coherent beam by scatter
ing, anda(k,zs) is a complex valued Jones’ vector that char-
acterizes the amplitude and phase of each light field compo
nent with wave numberk that was reflected from depthzs ,
with,

a* ~k,zs!a~k,zs!51, and a~k,zs!50 if k,0. ~28!

Equation ~27! is a generic expression describing reflected
light without assumptions about the cause of the polarization
state changes in the sample. Following the notation in Mande
and Wolf,14 the Stokes parameterss05I , s15Q, s25U, and
s35V of the electric field amplitudeEs(zs) are given by,

sj~zs!5tr@s jJ#5
1

4
R~zs!E @a* ~k,zs!s ja~k,zs!#S~k!dk,

~29!

where the definition of the232 coherency matrixJ @Eq.
~23!# and the relation between the coherency matrix element
and the Stokes parameters@Eq. ~25!# were used.s0 is the2
-

,

e
-

e

-

l

32 identity matrix ands1 , s2 , and s3 are the Pauli spin
matrices which we take to be@This definition of the Pauli spin
matrices differs from the widely accepted definitio
s15(1

0
0
1), s25( i

0
0
2 i), s35(0

1
21
0 )].

s15S 1
0

0
21D , s25S 0

1
1
0D , s35S 0

2 i
i
0D . ~30!

From Eqs.~6!, ~26!, and~27! the interference fringe intensity
between light in the sample and reference paths measure
the two detectors is given by

I ~zs ,Dz!52 ReF ^Erx* ~zr !Esx~zs!&
^Ery* ~zr !Esy~zs!&

G5
1

4
AR~zs!

3E 2 Re@a~k,zs!exp~22ikDz!#S~k!dk

~31!

with Dz5zr2zs . The Fourier transform ofI (zs ,Dz) with
respect toDz is for notational convenience defined as

Ĩ ~zs,2k!5
1

2p E I ~zs ,Dz!exp~2ikDz!dDz. ~32!

Retaining only the components for positivek of the Fourier

transform Ĩ (zs,2k) gives the complex cross-spectral dens
function for each polarization component

Ĩ ~zs,2k!5
1

8p
AR~zs!a~k,zs!S~k! for k.0. ~33!

Using Eq.~33! the Stokes parameters in Eq.~29! can be ex-

pressed in terms ofĨ (zs,2k):

sj~zs!5~8p!2E @ Ĩ* ~zs,2k!s j Ĩ ~zs,2k!#/S~k!dk.

~34!

The Stokes parameters for each pixel in an image can
calculated according to Eq.~34!, with the Fourier components

Ĩ (zs,2k) determined by the Fourier transform ofI (zs ,Dz)
over Dz intervals on the order of the coherence length of t
source light. The power spectral densityS(k) in Eq. ~34! is
given by

S~k!5P0

u Ĩ ~zs,2k!u

* u Ĩ ~zs,2k!udk
, ~35!

with P0 the source power. Substituting Eq.~35! into Eq. ~34!,
the Stokes parameters are completely determined by
source power and the Fourier transform of the interfere
fringes in each polarization channel over an intervalDz
aroundzs :
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 365



de Boer and Milner
Fig. 5 PS–OCT images of ex vivo rodent muscle, 1 mm31 mm, pixel size 10 mm310 mm. From left to right, the Stokes parameter I, normalized
parameters Q, U, and V in the sample frame for right circularly polarized incident light, and the degree of polarization P. The gray scale to the
right gives the magnitude of signals, 35 dB range for I, from 1 (white) to 21 (black) for Q, U, and V, and from 1 (white) to 0 (black) for P.
Reprinted from Ref. 3 with permission of the Optical Society of America.
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sj~zs!5
~8p!2* u Ĩ ~zs,2k!udk

P0

3E @ Ĩ* ~zs,2k!s j Ĩ ~zs,2k!#/u Ĩ ~zs,2k!udk.

~36!

The earlier equation gives the Stokes parameters as measur
at the detectors for a single A-line scan. To determine the
polarization state of light reflected from the sample,~i.e., be-
fore the return pass through the QWP!, the Stokes vector
computed from Eq.~36! needs to be multiplied by the inverse
of the Mueller matrix associated with the QWP in the sample
arm, s0→s0 , s1→s3 , s2→s2 , ands3→2s1 . PS–OCT im-
ages of the Stokes parameters are formed by grayscale codi
10 logs0(z) and the polarization state parameterss1 , s2 , and
s3 normalized on the intensitys0 from 1 to21. When apply-
ing an incoherent detection technique that does not compu
the relative phase between fringes in orthogonal detectio
channels, only two of the four Stokes parameters~s0 ands3!
may be determined from a single A-line scan.

2.6 The Degree of Polarization
The complete characterization of the polarization state of re
flected light by means of the Stokes parameters permits th
calculation of the degree of polarizationP, defined as

P5
AQ21U21V2

I
. ~37!

For purely polarized light, the degree of polarization is unity,
and the Stokes parameters obey the equalityI 25Q21U2

1V2, while for partially polarized light, the degree of polar-
ization is smaller than unity, leading toI 2.Q21U21V2. In
terms of the coherency matrix, the degree of polarization is
given by P5tr(JPol)/tr(J) whereJPol is a Hermitian matrix
that represents the portion of the full coherency matrix corr-
responding to completely polarized light. Natural light, char-
acterized by its incoherent nature, has~by definition! a degree
of polarization of zero. An interferometric gating technique
such as OCT measures only the light reflected from the
sample arm that does interfere with the reference arm light
On first inspection, this suggests that the degree of polariza
tion will always be unity, since only the coherent part of the
reflected light is detected.23 We will demonstrate however,
that the degree of polarization can be smaller than unity, an
366 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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is a function of the intervalDz over which the degree o
polarization is calculated. This can be attributed to a variat
of the Stokes vector with wavelength.

An input beam withP,1 can be decomposed into pure
polarized beams(P51). After propagation through an opti
cal system, the Stokes parameters of the purely polar
beam components are added to give the Stokes paramete
the original input beam. In Bohren and Huffman’s words: ‘‘
two or more quasi-monochromatic beams propagating in
same direction are superposed incoherently, that is to
there is no fixed relationship between the phases of the s
rate beams, the total irradiance is merely the sum of in
vidual beam irradiances. Because the definition of the Sto
parameters involves only irradiances, it follows that t
Stokes parameters of a collection of incoherent sources
additive.’’ 5 Implicit in our analysis is that a broadband OC
source may be viewed as an incoherent superposition
beams with different wave numbers.

The degree of polarization can be analyzed in terms of
off-diagonal element of the coherency matrix. From the e
pression for the electric field amplitude of light reflected fro
the sample@Eq. ~27!#, we may write an expession for th
normalized off-diagonal element of the coherency matrix a

j xy5
*ax* ~k,zs!ay~k,zs!S~k!dk

@* uax~k,zs!u2S~k!dk#1/2@* uay~k,zs!u2S~k!dk#1/2 .

~38!

When the polarization state of reflected light is constant o
the source spectrum, thena(k,zs)5a0 is constant andu j xyu
51 so that the degree of polarization is unity(P51). When
the relative magnitude or phase of the complex numb
ax(k,zs) anday(k,zs) change over the source spectrum~i.e.,
the polarization state of reflected light varies over the sou
spectrum! we may haveu j xyu,1 and the degree of polariza
tion is less than unity(P,1). In general, we note that0
,u j xyu<P<1 and u j xyu5P when^uExu22uEyu2&50.24

A closer look at Eqs.~34! or ~36! reveals that the Stoke
parameters of each spectral component of the source are
termined with a spectral resolution inversely proportional
the Dz interval over which the Fourier transform was take
Integration over the wave numberk sums the Stokes param
eters of each spectral component with a weight proportio
to the power spectral density,S(k). The larger theDz inter-
val, the higher the resolution ink space, the more Stoke
parameters of incoherently superposed beams are sum
Using the Poincare sphere representation, one can visu
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Polarization Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography . . .
that the magnitude of a sum of Stokes vectors will be greates
if the direction of all components are colinear. When the
Stokes parameters of reflected light do not vary over the
source spectrum~the polarization state does not vary!, the
Stokes vectors add colinearly along one direction and the de
gree of polarization is maximum with a value of unity~note
that in our experimental configuration this holds for the input
and reference arm beams!. When the Stokes parameters vary
over the source spectrum, the polarization state of the variou
spectral components may be viewed as being distributed ove
the Poincare sphere. Because all components are not coline
the sum of Stokes parameters over the spectrum gives a d
gree of polarization(P) necessarily less than unity(P,1).

An alternative argument will lead to the same conclusion.
The reconstruction of the electric field vector in Figure 4
shows that the Stokes parameters can be determined over
single cycle of the field, where at each cycle the degree o
polarization will be~very close to! unity. The Stokes param-
eters over an intervalDz are the sum of the Stokes parameters
of single cycles of the electric field vector within the interval.
The degree of polarizationP of the depth resolved Stokes
vector will be a function of the interval length(Dz), since
Stokes parameters can vary from cycle to cycle.

The reduction of the degree of polarization with increasing
depth, that is demonstrated in Figures 5 and 7, can be attib
uted to several factors. First, spectral components that ma
have traveled over different paths with equal lengths through
the sample. Second, spectral dependence of the Stokes para
eters of light forward or backscattered by~irregularly shaped!
particles. Third, presence of multiple scattered light and
speckle in the pupil of the sample arm. Fourth, a decrease i
the signal to noise ratio. Note that elastic~multiple! scattering
does not destroy the coherence of the light in the sense of i
ability to interfere with the source light~or the reference arm
light!. However, spectral phase variations within or between
polarization channels may reduce the coherence envelope in
manner similar to the effect of dispersion. Inelastic interac-
tions, such as incoherent Raman scattering or fluorescence,
destroy the coherence and interference with source light i
lost.

2.7 Determination of the Optic Axis
Recently, Hitzenberger et al.21 calculated the orientation of
the optic axis with a phase sensitive PS–OCT instrumen
equal to an instrument presented before.3 They determined the
phase differencea between the interference fringes in or-
thogonal polarization channels by use of Hilbert transforms
which gives the orientation of the optic axis@see Eq.~15!, and
Eq. ~2! in Ref. 2# and ignored the amplitude information.
However, when the fringe amplitude in one of the two polar-
ization channels is very small~which was the case at the
tissue surface in their experimental configuration!, it is diffi-
cult to extract a reliable phase difference between the two
channels. When the optic axis changes with depth, the relativ
phase differencea becomes uncorrelated with the optic axis
orientation. The optic axis orientation can only be determined
in the first birefringent layer, where the method suffers the
most from a small signal in one of the polarization channels

The optic axis orientation can be determined more reliably
from the Stokes parameters, which uses the amplitude an
t

-

s
r
r,
-

a

-

-

a

o

d

relative phase differencea.3 This method eliminates the prob
lem associated with determining the relative phase differe
between the two polarization channels when the signal at
of the detectors is small compared to the other signal.

To obtain the correct orientation of the optic axis that v
ies with depth by either method requires a calculation t
takes into account the change in the polarization state in
vious layers.

A more elaborate description on the determination of
optic axis as presented in Ref. 3 is given here, which assu
the orientation of the optic axis is constant with depth. T
values ofQ and U depend on the choice of the referen
frame ~i.e., the orientation of the polarizing beam splitter
the detection arm!. The reference frame, or laboratory fram
is determined by the orientation of orthogonal polarizati
states exiting the polarizing beam splitter, which in our cas
along the horizontal and vertical axes. If the basis vectors
the reference frame are rotated through an angleb, the trans-
formation from (I ,Q,U,V) to Stokes parameter
(I 8,Q8,U8,V8) relative to the new basis vectors is given b5

S I 8
Q8
U8
V8

D 5S 1 0 0 0

0 cos 2b sin 2b 0

0 2sin 2b cos 2b 0

0 0 0 1

D S I
Q
U
V
D . ~39!

The Stokes vector measured in the laboratory frame can
transformed to a new frame, which we will call the samp
frame, according to the matrix in Eq.~39!.

The Mueller matrix for an ideal retarder is given by5

S 1 0 0 0

0 C21S2 cosd SC~12cosd! 2Ssind

0 SC~12cosd! S21C2 cosd C sind

0 Ssind 2C sind cosd

D ,

~40!

where C5cos 2a, S5sin 2a, with a the angle of the optic
axis with the horizontal, andd the retardance. Equation~40! is
the Mueller matrix representation of the linear retarder d
scribed by the Jones matrix in Eq.~11!, with d5k0zDn.
Upon specular reflection inside the sample, the Stokes par
etersU andV change sign. The anglea of the optic axis of
the Mueller matrix for the linear retarder on the return pa
changes sign because the coordinate handedness is ch
~the propagation direction of the light is reversed!. After the
return pass through the retarder, the combined Mueller ma
of propagation, reflection, and return pass is given by

S 1 0 0 0

0 C21S2 cosd SC~12cosd! 2Ssind

0 2SC~12cosd! 2S22C2 cosd 2C sind

0 2Ssind C sind 2cosd

D ,

~41!

with d52k0zDn. For example, when right circularly polar
ized light is incident onto a sample with linear retardance,
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 367
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Fig. 6 Averages of Stokes parameter I, and normalized parameters Q,
U, and V in the sample frame over all depth profiles of, respectively,
(a) rodent muscle, right circular incident polarization, (b) rodent
muscle, linear incident polarization, parallel, perpendicular, and at
45° with the optical axis, (c) rodent muscle, right circular, parallel and
perpendicular incident polarization, (d) in vivo rodent skin, right cir-
cular incident polarization. Reprinted from Ref. 3 with permission of
the Optical Society of America.
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reflected light polarization state can be defined by the produc
of the Stokes vector~1,0,0,1! and the above matrix. The re-
flected light Stokes vector is

S I
Q
U
V
D 5S 1

2sin 2a sin 2k0zDn
2cos 2a sin 2k0zDn

2cos~2k0zDn!

D . ~42!

From Eq.~42! it is immediately clear that the optic axis ori-
entationa can be determined from theQ andU parameters

tana5Q/U. ~43!

Using Eq.~39! to transform the reflected light Stokes vector
into a rotated reference frame, we can show that theQ pa-
rameter equals 0 if the rotation angleb equals2a. There-
fore, the angle of the optic axis is found by determining the
angle of rotation of the reference frame that minimizes the
amplitude of oscillations with depth in theQ parameter. This
angle defines a rotation of the laboratory frame to a sampl
frame whose basis vectors are aligned with the optic axes o
the sample.

2.8 Depth Resolved Imaging of Stokes Parameters
Rodent muscle was mounted in a chamber filled with saline
and covered with a thin glass cover slip to avoid dehydration
during measurement. Figure 5 shows images of Stokes param
eters in the sample frame for right circularly polarized inci-
dent light. Several periods of normalizedU and V, cycling
back and forth between 1 and21, are observed in muscle
indicating that the sample is birefringent, further demon-
strated by the averages of the normalized Stokes paramete
over all depth profiles in Figure 6~a!. To verify experimentally
the orientation of the optical axis computed by rotating the
reference frame so as to minimize the amplitude of oscillation
368 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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in Q, three measurements were performed by replacing
QWP in the sample arm by a half-wave retarder. Light in
dent on the sample was prepared in three linear polariza
states with electric fields parallel, perpendicular, and at
angle of45° to the experimentally determined optical axis
the birefringent muscle. Figure 6~b! shows the average of th
normalized Stokes parameterQ over all depth profiles at the
same sample location. The negligible amplitude of oscillat
in Q for light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the o
tical axis verified the experimentally determined orientatio
When light is incident at an angle of45° to the optical axis of
the sample,Q oscillates with increasing sample depth as e
pected for a birefringent sample. The similarity of the r
flected intensity for circular, parallel and perpendicular lig
@shown in Figure 6~c!# indicates that the polarization stat
changes are not due to dichroism of the muscle fibers.
birefringenceDn was determined by measuring the distan
of a full V period, which corresponds to a phase retardation
p5k0zDn, giving Dn51.431023. The similarity between
PS–OCT images coding for the phase retardationw(z) and
the normalized Stokes parameterV @e.g., Figure 2~b! and Fig-
ure 5V# is due to the close algebraic relation between the t

w~z!5arctanFAI V~z!

I H~z!
G , V~z!5cos@2w~z!#. ~44!

Note thatw(z) gives the single pass phase retardation,w(z)
5kDnz while V(z) is determined by the double pass pha
retardation,V(z)5cos(2kDnz). Figure 7 shows PS–OCT im
ages of the four Stokes parameters in the laboratory frame

Fig. 7 PS–OCT images of in vivo rodent skin, 5 mm31 mm, pixel
size 10 mm310 mm. From top to bottom, the Stokes parameter I,
normalized parameters Q, U, and V in the laboratory frame for right
circular polarized incident light, and the degree of polarization P. The
magnitude of signals ranged over 40 dB for I, from 1 (white) to 21
(black) for Q, U, and V, and from 1 (white) to 0 (black) for P. Re-
printed from Ref. 3 with permission of the Optical Society of America.
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Polarization Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography . . .
right circularly polarized light incident onin vivo rodent skin.
Averages of the normalized Stokes parametersQ, U, andV
over all depth profiles@Figure 6~d!, after minimizing the os-
cillations in Q#, indicate oscillations typical of sample bire-
fringence in the first 400mm. Observed birefringence is at-
tributed to the presence of collagen in skin. Although no
preferred orientation of the optical axis is expected in roden
skin, a predominant direction was found at shallow depths. A
deeper depths,Q, U, andV approach zero and the light be-
comes depolarized, which is attributed to multiple scattering
and the randomly oriented and changing optical axis over th
transversal scan width.

2.9 Polarization Diversity Detection
To summarize, PS–OCT is important not only to measure
birefringence, but also for accurate interpretation of OCT im-
ages. Most fibrous structures in tissue~e.g., muscle, nerve
fibers! are form birefringent due to their structural anisotropy.
Single detector OCT systems can generate images that sho
structural properties by a reduction in tissue, reflectivity,
solely due to polarization effects. Polarization diversity detec-
tion is defined as the depth resolved measurement of theI
component of the Stokes vector of light reflected from the
sample. Intuitively, one might expect that use of unpolarized
sources may be advantageous for polarization diversity dete
tion.

Although the source light has been assumed to be pola
ized, the presented analysis is easily extended to include un
polarized sources. An unpolarized source can be described b
the addition of two orthogonally polarized sources that are
mutually incoherent. The interference fringes at the detec
tor~s! need to be analyzed separately for the two pure polar
ization states and the total interference fringe pattern at th
detector~s! is given by the sum of the fringe patterns of each
polarization channel.

An OCT system with an unpolarized source and a single
detector does not necessarily provide polarization diversity
detection. On the contrary, this system can be more sensitiv
to polarization effects than a system with a polarized source

Consider polarized source light incident on a birefringent
sample acting as linear retarder with optic axis at45° with
respect to the incident light polarization axis. The polarization
state of reflected light from some depth has undergone ap
phase retardation and is orthogonal to the incident polariza
tion state. Since orthogonally polarized states cannot interfere
light from the sample and reference arms do not produce in
terference fringes. The same holds for each of the orthogo
nally polarized states in the decomposition of an unpolarized
source into linear states at 45 and245 with the optic axis.
Therefore, for the unpolarized source no interference fringe
will be detected. Suppose now that the decomposition of th
unpolarized source is chosen differently for the earlier men
tioned birefringent sample, such that the two orthogonal lin-
early polarized mutually incoherent states are along and pe
pendicular to the optic axis. Both orthogonal polarization
states reflected from the sample are unaltered by the birefrin
gence, and will produce interference fringes with the refer-
ence arm light. However, at the same depth as above the in
terference fringes for orthogonal polarization states are
exactly p out of phase and cancel after summation on the
w

-

-
-
y

,

-

-

-

-

single detector, and no interference fringe pattern is obser
Thus, in this example, the unpolarized source will not produ
interference fringes at one depth regardless of the orienta
of the optic axis~as is expected from symmetry argument!.
In contrast, a polarized source would produce interfere
fringes if the state is polarized~partially! along the optic axis.

2.10 Accuracy and Noise; Birefringence, Dichroism
and Scattering
Everett et al.15 have given an analysis of the systematic er
in the phase retardation due to background noise for the in
herent PS–OCT detection scheme. They showed that
phase retardations close to0° or 90° the background noise on
the detectors introduces a significant and systematic erro
e.g., 15° at a signal to noise ratio of 10 dB. The cohere
detection scheme which calculates the Stokes parameters
better immunity to this systematic error. A closer look at Eq
~25!, ~34!, or ~36! reveals that in the calculation of theQ
parameter~also denoted bys1! the spectral density in one
polarization channel is subtracted from the spectral densit
the orthogonal polarization channel, thus eliminating const
background noise terms, and theU (s2) and V (s3) param-
eters are calculated from the cross correlation between frin
in orthogonally polarized channels, eliminating autocorre
tion noise. Noise will decrease the degree of polarizationP,
since it will be present as autocorrelation noise in the Sto
parameterI . The better noise immunity can be illustrated wi
the help of Figure 6~a!, which shows the Stokes paramete
for rodent muscle. In the incoherent detection scheme onlV
~s3 in the figure! is measured, and the error in the pha
retardation is introduced by the decrease of the amplitude
oscillations with increasing depth. In the coherent detect
scheme, the Stokes parametersQ, U, andV can be renormal-
ized onP, restoring the amplitude of the oscillations, and th
eliminating the systematic error.

Schoenenberger et al.20 have gone further and also ana
lyzed system errors introduced by the extinction ratio of p
larizing optics and chromatic dependence of wave retard
and errors due to dichroism, i.e., the differences in the abs
tion and scattering coefficients for polarized light in tissu
System errors can be kept small by careful design of the s
tem with achromatic elements, but can never be comple
eliminated. Dichroism is a more serious problem when int
preting the results as solely due to birefringence. Howev
Mueller matrix ellipsometry measurements have shown t
the error due to dichroism in the eye is relatively small25,26

and Figure 6~c! shows that dichroism is of minor importanc
in rodent muscle. More research is necessary to determine
importance of dichroism in other types of tissue.

The variance in the computed Stokes vectors of reflec
light ~excluding effect of birefringence! is due to multiple
scattering, speckle, and shot noise~i.e., optimized system!. At
some depth, the detected signals are limited by shot noise
shallower depths~i.e., before the shot noise limit! variance in
the Stokes parameters is primarily due to the effects of m
tiple scattering and speckle.

As argued earlier, multiple scattering will scramble the p
larization mainly in a random manner. This offers som
means to distinguish it from birefringence. Reported birefr
gence values for cornea, tendon, and muscle are of the o
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de Boer and Milner
of Dn51023,27–29which will give a90° phase retardation at
a depth on the order of several hundreds of micrometers
Thus, birefringence induced changes are relatively slow, an
the Stokes parameters change according to the Mueller matr
of a linear retarder. However, an optic axis that varies with
depth will give changes in the polarization state that will be
difficult to distinguish from the random manner of multiple
scattering. Measurement of the full Mueller matrix of the
sample by varying the incident light over four different polar-
ization states, as recently demonstrated by Yao and Wang,30

will provide additional information that could aid the analysis
and interpretation of PS–OCT signals. More research is nec
essary on this complex problem.

Speckle introduces noise on the Stokes parameters by th
large fluctuations in the interference fringes that could be un
correlated in the orthogonal detection channels. Speckle ave
aging techniques demonstrated by Schmitt et al.31 will reduce
this noise, as well as averaging the Stokes parameters ov
distances larger than the coherence length. Speckle remai
one of principle problems in the development of OCT.

3 Future Directions in PS–OCT
Investigation of the biological and medical applications of
PS–OCT is just beginning and much work remains for further
development. We anticipate progress will proceed in three
major areas, these include: instrumentation, biological an
medical applications, and data interpretation/image process
ing. Many investigators have reported use of a bulk
polarization-sensitive interferometer for imaging biological
materials.14,15,30,32,33Work by Yao and Wang30 and Jiao and
Wang34 is noteworthy in that the depth-resolved Mueller ma-
trix of light reflected from a sample was estimated.

More recently, several groups have reported application o
polarization sensitive OCT for biomedical imaging35–37 using
fiber interferometers. Although systems constructed of con
ventional single mode fiber can maintain a pure polarization
state incident on the sample, the state fluctuates in time due
stress perturbations in the fiber. Despite the fluctuation, dept
resolved phase retardation of light reflected from the sampl
is determined by systematically varying the incident polariza-
tion state between orthogonal points on the Poincare´ sphere
positioned on a great circle.35 Although systems constructed
of polarization maintaining single mode fiber can maintain a
fixed polarization state incident on the sample, experimenta
demonstration of such a system that measures the dept
resolved Stokes parameters of reflected light has not bee
reported.

Because many components in biological materials contai
intrinsic and/or form birefringence, PS–OCT is an attractive
technique for providing an additional contrast mechanism tha
can be used to image/identify structural components. For ex
ample, recent application of PS–OCT in dentistry,38,33

ophthalmology,32,39 and dermatology3,35,40 has been reported.
Moreover, because functional information in some biological
systems is associated with transient changes in birefringenc
the possibility of functional PS–OCT imaging should be ex-
plored. PS–OCT may hold considerable potential for moni-
toring, in real-time, laser surgical procedures involving bire-
fringent biological materials. Because many laser surgica
procedures rely on a photothermal injury mechanism, birefrin
gence changes in subsurface tissue components measured
370 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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ing PS–OCT may be used as a feedback signal to con
laser dosimetry in real-time. Finally, many features of P
OCT interference fringe data require additional interpretat
and study. Because polarization changes in light propaga
in the sample may be used as an additional contrast me
nism, the relative contribution of light scattering an
birefringence-induced changes requires further study
clarification. In principle, one would like to distinguish pola
ization changes due to scattering, form and intrinsic birefr
gence at each position in the sample and utilize each a
potential contrast mechanism. Better distinction betwe
sources of the polarization changes will allow application
various image processing algorithms~e.g., segmentation! that
can improve usability of PS–OCT for specific applications.
summary, we expect PS–OCT will continue to advance r
idly and be applied to novel problems in clinical medicine a
biological research.
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